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Hand Puppet
Windel’s new Easter range offers a compact assortment of out-standing ideas and
tasty chocolate for Easter. For example, the newly developed hand puppets. The
lovable, cuddly hand puppets (mouse, lion and crocodile) have a size of about
20cm and are suitable for children and adults. For lively and imaginative play, the
mouth can be moved. Together with the delicious chocolate pieces with milk
cream filling, they are the right choice for your individual present for Easter.

Easter Plush figure "Little Big Mouth"
The cuddly plush animals are the perfect gift to make children's eyes shine. When
opening the zipper, the plush figure shows its teeth and the sweets. Even after
eating the sweet filling, they can be reused for pencils or toys. These high-quality
plush figures are filled with fruit gum and tasty chocolate pieces with milk cream
filling (93 g).

Fun Easter Colouring

Everyone loves giving presents and making friends and family happy. These cute
ceramic figures can be colored by the kids. Windel offers a complete set with a
brush and a paintbox. Combined with some delicious chocolate it is the great
surprise that combines playing with enjoying the sweet filling.

Easter Egg “Traditional Easter”

Windel is a specialist for sweet presents and offers many products for the Easter
season. A traditional Easter shape, for example, is an egg. In this case, it is made of
metal and filled with a milk chocolate bunny, chocolate eggs and milk cream
chocolate pieces (100g). Eye-catching: The nostalgic design.
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